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Abstract
We take a look at the problem of deciding whether two convex shapes intersect or not. We do so through the well
known lens of Minkowski sums and with a bias towards applications in computer graphics and robotics. We describe a
new technique that works explicitly on the unit sphere, interpreted as the sphere of directions. In extensive benchmarks
against various well-known techniques, ours is found to be slightly more efficient, much more robust and comparatively
easy to implement. In particular, our technique is compared favourably to the ubiquitous algorithm of Gilbert, Johnson
and Keerthi (GJK), and its decision variant by Gilbert and Foo. We provide an in-depth geometrical understanding of
the differences between GJK and our technique and conclude that our technique is probably a good drop-in replacement
when one is not interested in the actual distance between two non-intersecting shapes.
Keywords: intersection detection, GJK, numerical robustness, collision detection, Minkowski sum, Gauss map
1. Introduction
This paper is concerned with the problem of detecting
the intersection of two convex objects. Given two convex
objects A and B in R3 , we ask whether A and B have a
point in common or not. When that is the case we say
that “they intersect” or “they touch each other.” The
intersection detection problem is a component of collision
detection for more general shapes, which plays a major role
in robotics [9], computer animation [12] and mechanical
simulation for example.
Intersection detection also plays a role in computer
graphics in general as an ingredient in acceleration data
structures, such as bounding volume hierarchies or Kdtrees. In the latter case, an object of interest (eg a ray, a
view frustum, or another hierarchy) is tested for intersection against the geometric shapes that bound each node in
the hierarchy. These bounding shapes are simple shapes
(boxes, spheres) for which fast intersection detection techniques exist. For an in-depth exposition to intersection
and collision detection, we refer the reader to the book of
Ericson [8] and the survey of Jiménez et al. [17].
In robotics or computer graphics, we often limit ourselves to constant-size or small convex objects, and techniques that do not use pre-processing, but the intersection detection problem has several variants and have been
studied by theoreticians as well. Computational geometers
have recently developed an optimal solution for general
convex polyhedra: Given any collection of convex polyhedra in R3 , one can pre-process them in linear time, inde∗
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pendently of each other, so that the intersection of any
two polyhedra P and Q from the collection can be tested
in optimal time O(log |P | + log |Q|) (see [1] and the other
references within). This essentially closes the (theoretical) problem for the case of convex polyhedra. It is not
clear if their technique is amenable to an efficient implementation since the data-structures used are not simple
and it requires knowledge of the connectivity between the
polyhedron neighboring facets.
In this paper however, we only consider techniques that
do not use excessive or complex pre-processing 1 and are
asymptotically slower, but very fast in practice.
Of particular interest is the beautiful algorithm developed by Gilbert, Johnson and Keerthi (GJK) for computing the distance d(A, B) between two convex polyhedra A
and B [10]. It only needs access to the vertices of the polyhedra and typically uses just a few iterations over them to
compute the distance d(A, B). It was later generalized and
adapted to the decision version of the problem by Gilbert
and Foo [9] to handle a broader class of convex objects.
We describe these algorithms in Section 3.
In this paper we view the decision problem as that of
finding an oriented plane that sets A on its negative and
B on its positive side. Writing S − for the set of normals
to the planes achieving separation, we design, in Section 4,
an algorithm to find a direction in S − or decide that S −
is empty (when A and B do touch each other). Our algorithm iteratively prunes parts of the unit sphere S so that
the remaining part, a convex spherical polygon, provides
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Except, briefly, in Section 6.4.
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Figure 1: Three convex shapes A, B and C lie in the Euclidean plane
whose origin is marked. Some Minkowski sums and differences are
drawn. Note how the origin lies in the Minkowski difference of A
and C, proving that these two shapes intersect.

an increasingly tight superset of S . We call it Decision
Sphere Search, or DSS for short.
Section 5 gives a theoretical analysis of DSS and an
extensive comparison of DSS with GJK. In particular, we
show that DSS optimally aggregates the information gathered about the Minkowski difference A B during the successive iterations.
In Section 6, we benchmark our implementations of a
“naive”, quadratic algorithm, of DSS and of GJK. Each
benchmark considers a specific type of objects and measures the performance of the algorithm with respect to the
“collision density,” ie the ratio of the number of tested
pairs of convex objects that actually intersect to the total
number of tested pairs. Our DSS technique appears to
be faster than GJK in general, numerically more robust
and easier to implement. We have taken care to analyse a
large variety of situations including very uneven ones, such
as frustum-culling where one object (the frustum) is much
larger than the other. In that case, we show that a hybrid
technique combining DSS and GJK gives the overall best
results and we explain why.

B.

|a − b|.

p∈P

(4)

(5)

The support function is closely tied to the study of convex
shapes and serves as a tool to represent and manipulate
them. The usefulness of the support function for shape
modeling operations was recognized by Sabin who showed
how offset and convolution are easily expressed with it [20].
A more technical overview with an application to the computation of Minkowski sums is given, eg by Šı́r et al. [21].
We also define the extremal function ΣP as
ΣP (n) = arg max (n · p),

(6)

p∈P

ie, hP (n) = n · ΣP (n). For a given direction n, several
points on P might realize the largest dot-product with n.
In this case we choose a point arbitrarily. When the convex
set P is not bounded, we implicitly restrict the functions
hP and ΣP to the portion of S where they are well defined.
The closest-point function ν maps P to the unique point
in P that realizes the distance from P to the origin, ie
ν(P ) ∈ P and |ν(P )| = d(P, {o}).
The case P = A B is of particular importance for us.

(1)
(2)

Using this definition, A and B have non-empty intersection
if and only if A B contains the origin o:
o∈A

min

a∈A,b∈B

hP (n) = max(n · p).

It is simpler to work with an alternative view of the
geometry of the intersection detection problem, thereby
reducing it to deciding whether a closed convex set contains the origin or not. The rest of the present section
describes this well known alternative view.
The Minkowski sum and Minkowski difference of two
subsets A and B of R3 are (see Figure 1):

⇔

B (n)

When A and B are closed convex sets, their Minkowski
difference is a closed convex set as well. In equation (3),
we have thus reduced our question on the existence of an
intersection between A and B to a question regarding a
single convex object P = A B and the origin. In the
rest of the paper we most often consider this single closed
convex set P and its relation with the origin o, instead of
considering A and B separately.
We now define three functions that play an important
role in the algorithms discussed in this paper. For a closed
convex subset P of R3 , we define the support function hP
that maps a unit vector n of the unit sphere S to a real
number defined as

2. Preliminaries

A ∩ B 6= ∅

hA

−hB (−n)

d(A, B) =

B = {a − b | a ∈ A, b ∈ B}.

n

We write d(A, B) for the distance between the two subsets A and B:

−

A

B

o

B
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A

Figure 2: Two illustrations of equation (8) with opposite normal
vectors n. In each case, the blue vectors are identical. On the left,
maxx∈A B n · x = hA B (n) is positive. On the right, it is negative,
which certifies that A B does not contain the origin.
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Algorithm 1 The GJK algorithm.

passed the parameters P = A B and V = {x} where
x is any point in P . In each iteration, H(V) serves as a
low complexity proxy to the full convex P . The iteration
of the GJK algorithm proceeds as follows. The closest
point of H(V) to the origin is computed and stored in
variable v. If v = o then o ∈ P because H(V) ⊂ P and
this proves that P contains the origin (or that A and B do
intersect); the iteration terminates. Otherwise the support
point on P along the direction of −v is computed and
stored in variable p. The authors show (and it is easy to
see) that if v · p = |v|2 then we have found ν(P ) = v so the
iteration terminates (d(A, B) = |ν(P )|). Finally, a new
simplex V̂ ∪ {p} is formed which is a better approximation
of P closer to the origin and the iteration continues. The
authors provide a proof that the algorithm does indeed
terminate after a finite number of iterations when P is a
polyhedron.
For the decision version of GJK, we can return Disjoint
as soon as we find a plane separating P from o. To do so,
we replace lines 7 and 8 by
if v · p > 0 then
return Disjoint

1: function GJK(P , V)
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

. If we test A and B, then P = A B
. |V| ≤ 4
v ← ν(H(V)) . v is the point of H(V) closest to the origin
if v = o then
. d(P, {o}) = 0 since o ∈ H(V) ⊂ P
return 0 (for the distance problem)
or return
Intersection (for intersection detection)

p ← ΣP −v
|v|

7:
8:
9:
10:

if v · p = |v|2 then
return |v| or Disjoint
. o 6∈ P and d(P, {o}) = |v|
V̂ ← the smallest subset of V such that v ∈ H(V̂) . |V̂| ≤ 3
return GJK(P , V̂ ∪ {p})

In this case, the functions hP and ΣP are computed as:
hA
ΣA

B

B

(n) = max(n · a) − min(n · b)

(7)

= hA (n) + hB (−n) and

(8)

a∈A

b∈B

(n) = ΣA (n) − ΣB (−n) (see Figure 2).

(9)

The convex shape P = A B contains the origin if and
only if its support function hP , takes a non-negative value
over the whole unit sphere:
A ∩ B 6= ∅ ⇔ o ∈ P ⇔ ∀n ∈ S, hP (n) ≥ 0, or

A ∩ B = ∅ ⇔ o 6∈ P ⇔ ∃n ∈ S, hP (n) < 0.

The main difficulty with GJK is the computation of
ν(H(V)) when V is a tetrahedra, starting at the beginning of the fourth iteration. First, this computation is
time consuming and not easy to implement correctly. Second, the chain of floating point computations starting at
the input point coordinates are long, which increases the
numerical inaccuracies. The later are exacerbated by the
geometry of the tetrahedra itself which tends to be close
to degenerate, being almost as flat as a triangle. This behavior forces an implementation to monitor the number
of iterations and decide that P contains the origin when
that number exceeds a fixed threshold. (A large number
of iterations is usually due to a configuration where P and
the origin are difficult to separate.) Another minor defect
of GJK is its inability to take advantage of all the information gathered along the iterations. In particular, after
the fourth iteration, each iteration loses one of the vertices of P computed in line 6 of Algorithm 1. This loss is
on purpose, so that H(V) never get more complex than a
tetrahedron.
In contrast, our new technique DSS keeps all the relevant information of previous iterations compactly in the
form of a convex spherical polygon. Long chains of floating point computations are not required, thereby greatly
decreasing numerical inaccuracies. This makes the technique much less prone to reaching the maximum number
of iterations and taking, then, an arbitrary decision, as
demonstrated in our benchmarks. In addition our DSS
technique has a more stable way to pick a new candidate
test direction v, which leads to a smaller number of iterations than GJK on average. Finally, DSS is also easier to
implement since its most complex subroutine is the clipping of a 2D convex polygon against a half-plane.
The GJK technique was then generalized by Gilbert

(10)
(11)

3. Related work
Research on practical intersection detection techniques
for static convex shapes has not been very active in recent
years, so we can refer the reader to the survey of Jiménez et
al. [17] and the excellent book of Ericson [8]. We also refer
the reader to our technical report [16], where we propose a
review of previous work on intersection detection problem
for small convex polyhedra with or without specific symmetries, through the unifying lens of Minkowski sums and
the Gauss map, which both play a central role as soon as
the relation between two convex objects is sought after;
see for example the references [18, 5].
Among the various existing techniques, that of Gilbert,
Johnson and Keerthi stands out as a very general and
typically very fast method to compute the distance between two convex polyhedra. As such it is an indispensable tool in software that deals with interacting shapes
(see Section 5.4). We devolve this section to describing the
GJK technique [10] and its cousin, developed by Gilbert
and Foo [9] that generalizes it to a more general class of
convex shapes and adapt it to the decision version of the
problem.
3.1. The GJK algorithm
The technique of Gilbert, Johnson and Keerthi (called
GJK hereafter) incrementally evolves a set V of d vertices
of P (d ∈ [1, 4]) whose convex hull H(V) forms increasingly
accurate approximation of A B closer and closer to the
origin [10]. See Algorithm 1. The first call to GJK is
3

Algorithm 2 Our DecisionSphereSearch algorithm.

and Foo [9] to arbitrary convex shapes X as long as the
corresponding extremal function ΣX can be computed on
them. In the same reference, the decision version of the
algorithm is also presented, as described above.
More recent work has focused on computing the penetration depth of intersecting objects [18, 22, 23] or bringing
time into the problem: maintaining the intersection status
as the objects move or deform and doing so over complex
hierarchies of shapes, see eg [14] and the huge body of
work at the Gamma research group at UNC. We discuss
some of these aspects in Section 5.4.

1: function DecisionSphereSearch(P , S)
2:
n ← a center point of S
. It holds that n ∈ S̊
3:
p ← ΣP (n)
. hP (n) = n · p
4:
if hP (n) < 0 then return Disjoint
. o 6∈ P
˚0 since n · p ≥ 0
5:
S 0 ← S ∩ p↓
. Now, n 6∈ S
˚0 is empty then return Intersection
6:
if S
.o∈P
7:
return DecisionSphereSearch(P , S 0 )

B

A
3.2. Projection onto Convex Sets
While DSS and GJK are closely related, there is another, much more general family of techniques for computing a point in the intersection of two or more convex
shapes by alternate projection of a point on the shapes
until convergence. These Projection onto Convex Sets
(POCS) techniques are typically used in the case of many
convex shapes in higher dimensional spaces. Their basic
operation is the projection operator, while DSS and GJK
use the extremal function Σ. Using POCS for deciding
if two three-dimensional convex shapes have an intersection point seems less efficient than using GJK or DSS.
The interested reader may consult the survey by Bauschke
and Borwin [2].

P

Figure 3: In 2D, the separating set of A
circular arc on the unit circle.
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Lemma 1. Let p be a point in P \ {o}. Then hP ( |p|
)>0
↑
and, for all n ∈ p , hP (n) ≥ 0.
p
)
Proof. Clearly, p · p is positive, which proves that hP ( |p|
↑
is positive as well. If n is a vector in p , then n · p ≥ 0.
Therefore hP (n) ≥ 0.

The lemma above states that the support function hP
takes a non-negative value on any direction n ∈ p↑ . We use
this property to prune parts of the unit sphere in which we
can not find a direction n making hP negative. Our search
procedure (Algorithm 2) takes as parameters a search polygon S: a convex spherical polygon whose interior, S̊, is
guaranteed to contain S − (P ), and a direction n ∈ S̊:
To test if A and B intersect, we first pick some points
a ∈ A and b ∈ B (the respective centers of A and B
might be good candidates). If a = b then we are done.
Otherwise, we compute p ← a − b and n ← −p
|p| and call
↑
DecisionSphereSearch(A B, n, n ).
Initially, the spherical polygon S is set to a hemisphere,
and the first test direction is the center n (or pole) of
that hemisphere. If hP (n) ≥ 0, then direction n fails to
separate B from A and a new direction must be tested.
The extremal point p ∈ P (p = a − b, a ∈ A and b ∈ B)
that was computed in line 3 is put to use to prune a part
of the search polygon: since we know, by Lemma 1, that

(12)

It is the set of normals of the oriented planes tangent to P
with P on their non-positive side and o on their positive
side. Then
A ∩ B 6= ∅

A

S whose north pole is in the direction of v: v ↑ = {w ∈ S |
v · w ≥ 0} and v ↓ denote its complement: v ↓ = S \ v ↑ . (As
an exception, o↑ is equal to S; it is not a hemisphere.) To
design our search procedure, we use the following

Our algorithm is similar in spirit to the GJK/GF algorithm: A sequence of candidate directions are generated
in which the convex P and the origin o are tested for separation using equations (11) and (8) until a final decision
can be taken. Our algorithm differs from theirs in the way
a new test direction is generated (they search a point closest to the origin on a simplex inside P , whereas we pick
a point in a convex spherical polygon) and in that we do
not seek the actual distance between the two convex objects but only whether they touch or not (as also studied
in [9]). Note that equation (8), as well as our technique,
described below, applies to any pair of closed convex objects, not necessarily polyhedra.
Let us define the separating set S − (P ) of convex P as
(see Figure 3).

B)

o

4. Our Decision Sphere Search algorithm

S − (P ) = {n ∈ S | hP (n) < 0},

S − (A

S − (P )

(13)
(14)

Our algorithm follows this idea and searches over the
unit sphere for a direction n in which hA B (n) is negative,
or decides that hA B is everywhere non-negative. When
v is a vector in R3 , let v ↑ denote the north-hemisphere of
4

hP takes a non-negative value over p↑ the search polygon
can be reduced to S ∩ p↓ .
For the search to be as quick as possible, we should
prune as much of S as possible. We should ideally choose
the test direction n ∈ S in such a way that any hemisphere that contains n (in particular, the hemisphere p↓ ,
see line 5) contains at least a constant fraction of the area
of S. The solution for a discrete version of this problem
is known as the centerpoint [6]. For our convex spherical problem, we don’t know how to find such an “area
centerpoint.” Our implementation approximates it by the
re-normalized average of the vertices of S, which behaves
well in practice.
The DSS algorithm shares several interesting properties
with that of Gilbert and Foo [9]:

The last detail of our algorithm is the computation of
S ∩ p↓ . This intersection is simple to compute since any
algorithm for clipping a convex polygon with a half-plane
can be adapted to clip a convex spherical polygon with
a hemisphere, with a tiny extension to account for lunes:
spherical polygons with two sides only.
4.1. Remark on the complexity of DSS
In this section, we assume that we are able to find
a centerpoint n of a convex spherical polygon S efficiently. Thus, there exists a constant µ > 1 such that
n · v ≥ 0 ⇒ area(S ∩ v ↓ ) ≤ area(S)/µ. Note that our implementation of DSS does not satisfy this assumption: it
computes the average of the vertices of the polygon, which
is not guaranteed to produce a centerpoint.
After the k-th iteration, if a decision has not yet
been reached, the search polygon S must still contain
S − (A B). Thus, area(S − (A B)) ≤ area(S) ≤ 2πµ−k .
This implies


2π
.
(15)
k ≤ logµ
area(S − (A B))

• The only operation needed on the convex object is
the computation of the extremal function Σ in a given
direction. Therefore, it works on any kind of convex
objects for which the extremal point can be effectively
computed, not just polyhedra. For example, take A as
a sphere and B as a view-frustum and DSS becomes
an exact frustum culling algorithm for spheres. Algorithms to compute ΣX for various classes of shapes
X, including ellipsoids, are given in [9, 7]. Zonotopes
(which include oriented bounding boxes) are tightfitting bounding volumes for which the extremal function is easy to compute; see [15, 16].

Under the above assumption, the number of iterations
of DSS is bounded by the logarithm of the inverse of the
area of the separating set of A B. When A and B are
far away from each other, this area is large (close to 2π,
Figure 3 top) and thus the number of iterations is small.
When A and B are close to tangent to each other, the area
of the separating set is very small (Figure 3 bottom-right)
and the maximal number of iterations is correspondingly
larger.

• DSS works just as well on unbounded convex objects
such as lines, rays or view-pyramid. In the case of
unbounded polyhedra, we avoid treating infinitely far
extremal points as a special case by simply initializing the spherical polygon S to the intersection of the
supports of the Gauss maps of A and B.2 This limits
the extrema to finite points only without any restriction since extrema at infinity always lead to a positive
infinite value of support function h.

5. Understanding DSS v.s. GJK
5.1. A characterisation of the separating planes

Compared to the GJK algorithm, our algorithm

This section derives a characterisation of the planes separating two convex objects that we use in Section 5.2
to understand the differences between our algorithm and
GJK. This characterization, embodied in definition (12)
and Lemma 2 below.
First, recall that testing that A and B touch each
other is equivalent to testing that the origin o lies in the
Minkowski difference A B. In this section, in order to
simplify the exposition, we therefore consider the geometrically (but not computationally) equivalent problem of
testing that an object P contains the origin o. We assume
that P is convex, which is the case when P = A B and
both A and B are convex.
Let us define the silhouette of P , sil(P ), as the set of
points p ∈ ∂P such that P admits a tangent plane in p
with (outward) normal n so that hP (n) = 0.
When P is a polyhedron, its silhouette sil(P ) is a subset
of its faces (vertices, edges and facets). The separating set
of P depends only on its silhouette vertices:

• can not compute the distance between A and B, but
only gives a yes/no answer; this lets it conclude that A
and B do not intersect using less test directions since
the actual distance between A and B is not needed.
• is able to use more of the information computed in
previous stages of the algorithm. This lowers the average number of directions to be tested. See Section 5.
• Importantly, DSS has a much lower failure rate than
GJK, where a failure means entering in an infinite
loop because of numerical inaccuracy. See Section 5.3.
2 The support, or domain, of the Gauss map of a convex shape
is the union of the unit normal vectors of its tangent planes. For
example, the Gauss map of a ray with direction n is the hemisphere
(−n)↑ ; the Gauss map of a line is reduced to a single great-circle
whose north pole is in the direction of the line, and the Gauss map
of a view-pyramid is a convex quadrilateral (on the unit sphere).

5

approximation of S − (P ) than S − (P̃i ), while GJK offers no
such guarantee.
In our implementation, we regularly find separating sets
S with 5 or 6 vertices while GJK can only produce spherical polygons S − (P̃GJK ) having at most 4 vertices (because
P̃GJK has at most 4 silhouette vertices and Lemma 2). This
is a direct evidence that our algorithm is able, in practice
as well as in theory, to use more information during its
execution.

Algorithm 3 An abstract view of GJK and DSS.
1: function ConvexContainsOrigin(P , P̃i )
2:
. P̃i is a convex polyhedron that approximates P : P̃i ⊂ P .
3:
. P is a convex object. It is assumed that o 6∈ P̃i .
4:
n ← a vector in S − (P̃i ), the separating set of P̃i
5:
. S − (P̃i ) 6= ∅ because o 6∈ P̃i
6:
vi+1 ← ΣP (n)
. hP (n) = n · vi+1
7:
if hP (n) < 0 then return Disjoint
. o 6∈ P
8:
P̃i+1 ← better approximation of P using P̃i and vi+1
9:
if o ∈ P̃i+1 then return Intersection
. o ∈ P̃i+1 ⊂ P
10:
return ConvexContainsOrigin(P , P̃i+1 )
. o 6∈ P̃i+1

5.2.2. Line 9: testing for intersection
This line tests whether the origin lies in the approximation P̃i+1 of P . In GJK, this geometric test is performed
when P̃i+1 is a tetrahedron as part of the picking of a new
test direction (see below). In our algorithm DSS, we know,
by Lemma 2, that the origin lies in P̃i+1 simply when its
separating set, S, is empty, which is trivial to check.

Lemma 2. When P is a convex polyhedron not containing
the origin, S − (P ) is a non-empty convex spherical polygon
on S:
\
\
S − (P ) =
v↓ =
v↓ .
(16)
v, vertex of sil(P )

v, vertex of P

5.2.3. Line 4: picking a new test direction
In DSS, we pick a vector n as a (approximate) centerpoint of S − (P̃i ). As we have seen earlier in the description of the algorithm, this ensures that a large part of
S is pruned if n fails to produce a separating plane (ie
n 6∈ S − (P )) thereby heuristically accelerating the search
for the separating set of P .
In contrast, GJK was originally designed to actually
compute the closest point of P to the origin, To ensure that
it is eventually found and that P̃i stays tractable (with 4
or fewer vertices), the vector n is chosen as the opposite of
the closest point of P̃i to the origin: n = −ν(P̃i ). The vector n is indeed a direction in the separating set of P̃i , but
it is not necessarily centrally located in it. It is however
locally optimal in the sense that is minimizes n 7→ hP̃ i (n).

We use Lemma 2, whose proof is given in Appendix A,
in the following in order to compare the DSS and GJK
algorithms.
5.2. Comparing DSS and GJK
In order to compare the GJK algorithm with ours, it
is convenient to see both under the same light. To do
so, we can describe both algorithms abstractly as follows
(Algorithm 3):
Both algorithms are called initially using P̃0 =
{v0 }, v0 ∈ P . We will also consider the set of all known
constructed points of P : Vi = {v0 , v1 , v2 , · · · , vi } ⊂ P generated in line 6 of Algorithm 3. The algorithms differ in
the polyhedron P̃i used to approximate P and in lines 4, 8
and 9 of Algorithm 3. We now examine these differences
in turn.

5.2.4. Line 8: updating the approximation P̃i
In both algorithms we know that the silhouette of P̃i+1
is different from that of P̃i and the vector n ∈ S − (P̃i )
picked in line 4 disappears from S − (P̃i+1 ) (by Lemma 1),
but only DSS guarantees that P̃i ⊂ P̃i+1 , or equivalently,
S − (P̃i+1 ) ⊂ S − (P̃i ). In particular in GJK the vector n
might appear again in a subsequent approximation P̃j , j >
i + 1.
In DSS, the separating set of P̃i+1 is computed as the
intersection of the separating set of P̃i (a spherical convex
↓
polygon) with the half-sphere vi+1
. This is algorithmically
akin to polygon clipping in the plane.
In GJK, assuming that o 6∈ P̃i , let f be the unique facet
of P̃i that contains ν(P̃i ) in its interior. Then P̃i+1 is set
to H(f ∪ {vi+1 }) which is the convex hull of at most 4
affinely independent points.
Which algorithm is faster is not an easy question to answer to. GJK is very fast at first when P̃i has less than
four vertices, but slower when P̃i is a tetrahedron. However the tetrahedron stage is seldom reached as a decision
is often taken in less than four iterations. The iterations
of DSS all cost roughly the same. We then expect to see

5.2.1. The polyhedron P̃i
In DSS (Algorithm 2 page 4), P̃i is simply the convex
hull of all the known points of P : P̃i = H(Vi ). Note however that the algorithm does not store P̃i explicitly but
stores a spherical polygon S that is guaranteed to contain
S − (P ). Lemma 2 proves that indeed S is the separating set of H(Vi ): S = S − (H(Vi )). Importantly, H(Vi ) is
the best approximation of P that we can have knowing
only the subset Vi of P , and therefore S is the tightest
approximation of S − (P ) that one can construct with the
knowledge that we have at this stage.
In GJK, P̃i is stored explicitly and is either a vertex, a
line segment, a triangle or a tetrahedron. It is the convex
hull of at most four points taken in Vi and including vi .
As such, P̃GJK ⊂ P̃DSS , ie GJK considers approximations
of P of lesser quality (they are smaller, so their separating sets are larger than those of DSS). Also, there is no
guarantee that the sequence of considered approximations
is increasing, while DSS does guarantee that P̃i ⊂ P̃i+1 .
Dually, our algorithm guarantees that S − (P̃i+1 ) is a better
6

GJK perform best in easy cases, when the object P is close
to being a polyhedron with very few facets and far from
being “round”. In that case, few iterations are required
to reach a decision (typically less than four) and GJK
is faster on average (see the frustum culling test in Section 6.5). In our experiments, the polyhedron P = A B
is often more complex and DSS is slightly faster. Furthermore, DSS is less prone to numerical inaccuracies caused
by floating-point computation, thanks in part to its less
complicated implementation. Section 5.3 describes this
phenomenon and Section 6 shows experimentally the robustness of DSS.

of which are typically used in such software (from Bullet’s class hierarchy: spheres, convex hulls, convex polyhedra, cones, capsules, Minkowski sums, cylinders, triangles,
tetrahedra and boxes).
Our DSS algorithm is simpler to implement (see accompanying code). The benchmarks in Section 6 indicate that
DSS is also about 10 % faster and fails much less often
(see Section 5.3 and Section 6). Thus we believe that DSS
can provide a useful replacement for the decision version
of GJK (but not for computing the distance between two
non-intersecting convex objects, see Section 7).
In a physics simulator, after A and B are found to intersect, the penetration depth (the shortest translation required to separate A from B) is computed, if desired, using
the so-called Expanding Polytope Algorithm (EPA) [23].
The EPA technique starts from the simplex σ ⊂ A B
containing the origin o, as computed by GJK. It then iteratively expands it away from the closest point on the
boundary of σ to o until an approximation of A B is
reached that does contain the closest point to o on the
boundary of A B, giving the penetration depth. (The
EPA technique is used only when A and B are known to
intersect because it is costly, since it basically amounts to
an incremental convex hull construction that can lead to
a polytope with a large number of faces.)
As described, DSS can not be used to compute the
penetration depth. However, just like GJK, the spherical polygon S maintained by DSS can be used to compute
a starting polytope for EPA. (A similar idea is used in
Section 6.5.1.) Indeed the edges of the spherical polygon
S do correspond to 3D vertices of A B. Let V be the
set of 3D vertices thus representing
T the edges of S just
prior to S becoming empty; S = ( p∈V p↓ ) 6= ∅. And let
v be the vertex of A B such that S ∩ v ↓ = ∅. Then the
convex hull H(V ∪ {v}) is a polytope that can be used as
a starting point for EPA: o ∈ H(V ∪ {v}) ⊂ A B.
There are other efficient techniques for computing the
penetration depth, such as that of Kim et al. [18], which
can similarly be efficiently initialized using the vertex of
A B found at the last iteration of the DSS run.

5.3. Numerical issues in GJK and DSS
GJK and DSS are iterative techniques. A typical implementation uses non-exact floating point numbers, so that
it is possible that the implementations of GJK or DSS
enter an infinite loop. To remedy this problem, we force
the implementation to exit when a maximal number of iterations, Θ, has been reached.3 When this happens, we
consider the intersection test to have failed and, conservatively, decide that the pair of convex objects at hand do
intersect. Note that a failure may happen also when the
objects do not actually intersect, in which case a wrong
answer is reported.
In our statistics over a large number of tested pairs of
objects, the second largest number of iterations is strictly
smaller than Θ − 1 (the largest one being Θ). This makes
us confident that Θ is large enough to almost surely detect
that the routine has entered an actual infinite loop.
In this context, we will see in Section 6 that DSS is
more stable than GJK, in the sense that our DSS implementation fails less often than our GJK implementation.
In fact, while the failure rate of both implementation is
rather small, the failure rate of DSS is more than a thousand times smaller than that of GJK. DSS is also almost
never slower than GJK. This let us argue that DSS might
be a good candidate to replace GJK in several applications.
Our DSS algorithm also has the advantage, over GJK,
to be more easily amenable to a fast and exact implementation. Indeed, the only operation that is required is the
computation of the signs of the determinant of 3 by 3 matrices, a predicate for which several very efficient exact
implementations exist [19].

6. Benchmarks
We have compared our implementations of DSS, GJK
and other algorithms, over a few kinds of randomly generated data sets: random pairs of tetrahedra, oriented boxes
and polytopes, and frustum culling of random spheres and
axis-aligned boxes.
In the figures below, Generic is an implementation
of a “naive” technique 4 that we described in [16, §3],
Tetra is an implementation of Generic specialized to
pairs of tetrahdra [16, §4] and DSS is an implementation of our DSS algorithm. Our implementation of GJK

5.4. DSS in physics simulation
The decision version of GJK (that returns a yes/no answer) is often used in software library for physics simulation (eg the Bullet Physics Library [3]) since it applies
equally well to all kinds of convex shapes, a large variety

4 The naive technique tests all facets as potential separating plane,
then all pairs of edges,one in A and one in B, that are silhouette edges
with respect to each other.
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Our implementations limit the number of iterations to Θ = 20
for DSS and GJK.

7

Testing pairs of TETRAHEDRA, LOG-LOG diagram

10 7

Number of plane tests per pair

10 6

Number of plane tests per pair

The benchmarks are run on a desktop computer with an
Intel Core i7-4770K CPU clocking at 3.5 GHz, with 16 GB
of RAM clocking at 1.6 GHz. The software is compiled
using g++ 4.9 (c++ -O3 -DNDEBUG). The OS is Debian
Linux.
Some of the statistics below report the average number of plane tests evaluated per pair of objects tested for
intersection. This number is independent of the implementation and is therefore valuable for comparing the various
techniques.
? The C++ code and Python scripts that were used
to generate all the benchmark plots are available as companion files to this paper.
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6.1. Random tetrahedra

100 %
×10 4

In this test, N tetrahedra are generated as the convex
hull of four uniformly random point on the unit sphere.
Each tetrahedron is translated along the x axis by a random distance in [0, σ] where σ represents
the “spread” of

the set of tetrahedra. Then all N2 pairs of tetrahedra are
tested for intersection using different techniques. The collision density is the fraction of intersecting pairs. A fixed
σ implies a fixed average collision density, and the larger
the spread is, the lower the collision density. We ensure
that all tetrahedra contain the origin when σ = 0, so as
to guarantee a collision density of 100 % in that case. Figure 4 plots the statistics of this test, run against a varying
value of σ. Each sample point is the average of 100 runs
with N = 2000.
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GJK
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Failure rate

Tested pairs per second

10 8

DSS
fail rate

0. 5

0.1 %

1%

Collision density

10 %

0. 0
100 %

Figure 4: Statistics for the ‘random tetrahedra’ test.

(called GJK) follows reference [22]. The literature describes various algorithmic optimizations of the computation of ΣP (n) (eg “hill-climbing” along the edges of P
when P is a polyhedron [4], or starting the search from
the previous extremal position when P is moving [14]).
We have not used these optimizations since they apply
equally well to GJK and DSS and only when P is a polyhedron. SAT is an implementation of the Separating Axis
Test that has been taken directly from Gottschalk’s PhD
manuscript [11]. The abscissa axis is always logarithmic.
The ordinate axis is linear or logarithmic as indicated
above each diagram.
All the implementations use 32-bits floating-point arithmetic. We have carefully optimized all our tested implementation, but have refrained from using SIMD instructions, which would however clearly help in optimizing further. In particular, the subroutines that find the extremal
point on A B in a given direction are shared by the GJK
and DSS implementations, so that their optimization with
SIMD instructions would benefit both equally. Regarding the non-shared parts of these implementations, that of
DSS (2D polygon clipping) is probably the one that would
benefit the most from a “SIMD treatment” (computing the
position of points relative to a clipping line, four points at
a time). The specifics of GJK seem much harder to optimize with SIMD instructions, so that we believe SIMD
instruction would mostly be in favor of our new technique,
DSS.

Figure 4–top diagram. This diagram shows the number of
pairs of tetrahedra tested per second against the collision
density, for a variety of algorithms. The general trend of
the graphs shows, as expected, that the performance of
all the different techniques lowers as the collision density
increases.
The Tetra and SAT techniques both test a predetermined set of separating planes in a predetermined order.
This explains their similar performance in the low-density
regime, where one or two plane tests are sufficient on average. For pairs of tetrahedra, the SAT algorithm performs
more arithmetic operations and thus is predictably slower
than Tetra in the high-density regime.
DSS and GJK have a very similar behavior but
DSS is consistently faster when density is in the range
[1 %, 100 %]. Note that the minimum of the graphs for
DSS and GJK is not at 100 % density, but between 80 %
and 90 %. This is the density that maximizes the number
of pairs of almost-tangent tetrahedra. These pairs require
more work from the algorithm to distinguish between intersecting or non-intersecting tetrahedra (because the origin is close to the boundary of A B). In contrast, and
contrary to Tetra and SAT, frank intersections at density
100 % are easier to detect for GJK and DSS.
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Figure 4–middle diagram. This diagram shows the average number of plane tests (or interval overlap tests for
SAT) per pair of tetrahedra (solid lines with shaded standard deviation) as well as the overall maximal number
of plane tests reached during the benchmark operation
(dashed lines, excluding the pairs for which the intersection detection failed by reaching Θ iterations).
The maximal possible number of tests for SAT (44) and
Tetra (32) is always achieved at any collision density since
all the tests are required to confirm that two tetrahedra
touch each other. Our DSS implementation never performed more than 10 plane tests in this benchmark. At
the lowest density, Tetra and SAT require a bit less than
two plane tests on average while GJK and DSS require
just one, since the heuristic chooses a initial plane which is
separating when tetrahedra are far away from each other.
At density 100 %, SAT computes 44 interval overlap tests;
Tetra performs a bit less that 32 plane tests since only
pairs of edges that are silhouette of each other incur a
plane test. (The silhouette condition is tested for the 36
pairs of edges, but this is much faster than the plane test.)
GJK and DSS perform 3 plane tests only, on average (see
the bottom diagram), which are sufficient to conclude that
the tetrahedra touch each other.

DSS
fail rate

0. 5

1
0

0.1 %

1%

Collision density

10 %

100 %

0. 0

Figure 5: Statistics for the ‘random oriented boxes’ test.

Figure 5–top diagram. As expected, the specialized SAT
implementation is faster than GJK or DSS when the collision density becomes non-negligible. Indeed, while the
GJK and DSS implementations also take advantage of
the symmetrical nature of the boxes to accelerate the computation of hA B (n), they can not exploit the algebraic
simplifications stemming from the specific choice of test
normal vectors that SAT uses. The largest speed ratio of
SAT to DSS is 2.04. The largest speed ratio of SAT to
GJK is 2.46.
In this benchmark, DSS is faster than GJK in the density range [1 %, 100 %] by as much as 25 %.

Figure 4–bottom diagram. For comparing GJK and DSS,
the most important diagram is the bottom one. It shows
the same average number of plane tests as in the middle diagram and also shows the rate of failure of each technique.
This rate is the probability that the testing of a pair will
reach the maximum number of iterations allowed, Θ. This
limit, Θ, is required because limited floating-point precision may give wrong results in configurations that are close
to degenerate. This is the case when the two tetrahedra
barely touch each other, and explains the peak failure rate
at density ≈ 72 % for GJK. In DSS, the construction of
a new test direction does not depend much on the actual
geometry of the problem and our DSS implementation
enjoys a much lower failure rate. For example, at density
72 %, GJK failed 24923 times while testing 1.999 × 108
pairs of tetrahedra while DSS failed 14 times (at density
56 %). The GJK technique needs to find a closest point
on a simplex to the origin. This is numerically more sensitive and our implementation of GJK can reach a failure
rate of more than one per ten thousand pairs.

Figure 5–bottom diagram. As for tetrahedra, the most
striking observation is how our DSS technique is able to
use fewer test planes than GJK, although these numbers
are already very close to optimal. Here again, while relatively small, the failure rate of GJK is still about a thousand times larger than that of DSS.
6.3. Random polytopes with 16 vertices
We now move to somewhat larger convex polytopes generated as the convex hull of 16 random points on the unit
sphere and translated by a random amount in [0, σ] along
the x axis. Figure 6 plots the statistics of this test, run
against a varying value of σ. Each sample point is the average of 100 runs with N = 1600 for GJK and DSS and
N = 300 for Generic.
Each plane test in the first phase of the Generic implementation (see [16, §3]) requires to loop over the vertices
of a single polytope, instead of looping over the vertices
of both in order to compute hA B (n) in GJK and DSS.
This explains why Generic is faster at very low collision
density. The performance of Generic falls dramatically
at higher density because of its quadratic time complexity.
Comparing DSS and GJK, we see a trend very similar
to the oriented boxes benchmark. DSS is again faster and

6.2. Random oriented boxes
In this test, N oriented boxes are generated randomly.
The three edge half-lengths are uniformly random in [0, 1],
the center of each box is uniformly random in a zerocentered cube of side
 length σ and the box is randomly oriented. Then all N2 pairs of boxes are tested for intersection using different techniques. Figure 5 plots the statistics
of this test, run against a varying value of σ. Each sample
point is the average of 100 runs with N = 2000.
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Testing pairs of 16-vertices polytopes. LOG-LIN diagram

5
Number of plane tests per pair

techniques shows a performance only inversely proportional to v, and a bit better than that for v ≤ 100, perhaps
thanks to cache memory.
Regarding GJK and DSS, when the number of vertices increases, the cost of a single plane test becomes
dominant compared to the cost of updating the respective
data-structure maintained by these two techniques from
one iteration to the next. Therefore, the time to perform
one test increasingly depends only on the average number of plane tests, which is lower, at this collision density,
for our DSS technique. This explains the constant ratio,
of about 1.12, between DSS and GJK. (The corresponding parallel curves are more easily seen in the zoomed-in
bottom diagram.)
When the number of vertices is large, it might become
interesting to add a hierarchy on top of the vertices of a
polytope in order to accelerate the maximization of a linear
function over the polytope. We have experimented with
such an acceleration scheme and show the result in the
bottom diagram of Figure 7. As expected, the scheme is
effective for both DSS and GJK and more effective with
an increasing number of vertices.
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Figure 6: Statistics for the ‘random polytopes with 16 vertices’ test.
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6.5. Frustum culling: influence of the relative size
We haven’t yet looked at a case of convex objects that
are relatively simple but show a strong size discrepancy.
To analyse this case, we look at frustum culling. The frustum is a six-sided truncated pyramid. Against a frustum,
we cull either axis-aligned boxes (Figure 8) or spheres (Figure 9), since these shapes are typically used as bounding
shapes of more complex geometric data.
All frustums are generated with a constant horizontal
field-of-view of 80◦ and a 16 : 9 aspect ratio. The near
plane is 0.1 units away from the frustum apex and the
far plane 100 units away. We compute the center C and
radius ρ of the largest inscribed sphere of a frustum and
translate the frustum so that the center C coincide with
the world origin. Each frustum is then randomly rotated.
The radii of the spheres and the edge-lengths of the
boxes are uniformly random in [0, 1]. Their centers are
uniformly random in the ball of center C and radius σρ
where the spread parameter σ is never smaller than 1. We
generate N frustums and N boxes or spheres and test all
N 2 pairs for intersection. N is set to 1000 and the statistics are averaged over 100 runs (108 tested pairs for each
sample point). We decrease the collision density by increasing the parameter σ.
At the bottom of Figure 8 we have added a comparison
with an implementation of the technique of Greene. The
ratio of Greene’s technique to the DSS technique ranges
from 4.13 at low collision density to 2.73 at high density.
This ratio is easily explained because Greene’s technique
is specialized to testing the intersection of an axis-aligned
box and a polyhedron. It also pre-computes three sets of
silhouette edges on the polyhedra [13]. On the other hand,
the DSS and GJK techniques are fully general and do not
pre-process the input convex shapes.
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Figure 7: Statistics for the ‘random polytopes at 50 % collision density’ test.

more robust than GJK in the density range [1 %, 100 %]
and up to 14 % faster. In the next benchmark, we fix the
collision density at 50 % and vary the number of vertices
of the polytopes.
6.4. Varying the number of vertices at 50 % density
In this benchmark, we generate random polytopes in the
same way as in Section 6.3, but set the spread σ so that the
collision density is always approximately 50 %. We then
vary the number of vertices of the polytopes and test the
same three techniques. Figure 7 plots the statistics of this
benchmark.
Unsurprisingly, as shown in the top diagram, the
Generic technique exhibits an inverse quadratic dependency on the number v of vertices. The DSS and GJK
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Figure 9: Statistics for frustum culling of spheres.
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Hausdorff distance 1, the size of B. This approximation
is often largely enough for the subsequent plane test to
succeed or for the generated tetrahedron to include the
origin, letting the algorithm decide that A and B intersect.
This behavior explains the smaller standard deviation of
GJK (bottom diagrams) and why it is faster: because it
can more often avoid the distance minimization step over
a tetrahedron.
In contrast, DSS works on the unit sphere of directions,
and generates a new test direction as an approximate center n of the current spherical polygon S 0 . Now consider
the plane with normal vector n and tangent to A B,
with A B on its negative side. Any small variation of
n makes this tangent plane rotate around some point of
A B. During this rotation, at the other end of A B,
far from the rotation center, the local distance of the plane
to A B varies widely, with respect to the size of B. This
will often put the origin in the negative side of the plane,
preventing DSS to conclude quickly that A and B are
disjoint (equivalently o 6∈ A B); DSS will require more
iterations to align its test plane with a face of A B.
In other words, in the case of frustum culling, the separating set S − (A B) is small and the support function
hA B has a large gradient. This is especially pronounced
when A and B are very close to a tangential configuration. In this context, DSS needs more iterations to
find S − (A B); its dichotomic search works better with
a smoother support function.

DSS
Hybrid
GJK
Greene
0.1 %

1%

Collision density

10 %

100 %

Figure 8: Statistics for frustum culling of axis-aligned boxes. Bottom.
Comparison with the specialized technique of Greene.

When we look at the top diagrams of Figures 8 and 9,
the situation is different from the previous benchmarks.
For frustum culling small objects (w.r.t. the frustum), the
DSS technique is slower than GJK on almost the whole
density range. However, the diagram below indicates that
GJK still fails far more often than DSS.
We need to make two observations in order to understand why DSS is slower in that case. Let A be the frustum and B a box or a sphere.
1. Since B is much smaller than A, A B is approximately equal to A, that is, A B is very close to the
shape of a frustum, which is a quite simple geometric
shape.
2. The GJK algorithm builds local approximations of
A B closer and closer to the origin [10].
Since A B is a simple shape, the first triangle that
GJK builds in A B is highly likely to approximate the
face of A B closest to the origin very well, say within
11
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p,p is a vertex of τ

and switch to DSS iterations. The statistics for our Hybrid implementation are shown in Figures 8 and 9.
This hybrid technique is only useful when two objects
of very different size are tested for intersection. When
we enlarge the spheres or boxes to roughly the size of the
frustum,5 we obtain again the same behavior as, eg, in
the oriented-boxes benchmark in Section 6.2, where DSS
is faster than GJK in almost the whole collision density
range. In this case as well, Hybrid performs just like
GJK and is therefore slower that DSS. Remarkably, Hybrid fails (in the sense given in Section 5.3) even less often
that DSS, typically once or twice per benchmark, which
involves 108 tested pairs. We set as future work the task
of understanding this interesting behavior.
7. Concluding remarks
We have developed a new algorithm, DSS, to decide the
disjointness of two convex shapes, by searching on the 2sphere. Just as for GJK, DSS simply assumes that the
extremal function Σ (page 2) is computable on the shapes
at hand. Compared to GJK, DSS is i) easier to implement,
ii) numerically more robust, iii) typically a little bit faster
and never much slower.
We have however considered only the disjointness decision problem. But GJK can compute the actual distance between the two shapes. It is possible to use DSS
in a binary search process that converges to the distance
d(P, o), since the signed distance from o to the boundary of P ⊕ B(r) (for r ≥ 0) is decreasing (as a function of r), is zero precisely at r = d(P, o) and it is
possible to decide if P ⊕ B(r) contains the origin using
ΣP ⊕B(r) (n) = ΣP (n) + rn. While our implementation of
this idea works well, we found it difficult to make it competitive with GJK.
Acknowledgment. This work was partially supported by
ERC grant ShapeForge (StG-2012-307877).
5 We have benchmarked this case but do not include the diagrams,
which are similar to earlier diagrams on boxes or small polytopes.
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Appendix A. Proof of Lemma 2
\
Lemma 3. S − (P ) =
p↓ .
p∈P

Proof. n ∈ S − (P ) ⇔ T
hP (n) < 0 ⇔ ∀p ∈ P, n · p < 0 ⇔
∀p ∈ P, n ∈ p↓ ⇔ n ∈ p∈P p↓ .
Define the silhouette of P , sil(P ) as the set of points
p ∈ ∂P such that P admits a tangent plane in p with
(outward) normal n that satisfies hP (n) = 0. Lemma 4
below shows that the separating set of P depends only on
the silhouette of P .
\
Lemma 4. If o is not in P then S − (P ) =
p↓ .
p∈sil(P )

(Otherwise S − (P ) is empty.)
Proof. We have sil(P
\ ) ⊂ P which implies, by Lemma 3,
that S − (P ) ⊂
p↓ . In the other direction, let n ∈
p∈sil(P )

\
p∈sil(P )

↓

p . Any point p ∈ P can be expressed as p =

αs1 + βs2 where s1 and s2 belong to sil(P ), α ≥ 0, β ≥ 0
and α + β > 0 (since p 6= o). Since n ∈ s↓1 ∩ s↓2 , we have
that n · s1 < 0 and n · s2 < 0. Therefore n · p < 0 and
n ∈ S − (P ).
When P is a polyhedron, its silhouette sil(P ) is a subset
of its faces (vertices, edges and facets). The separating set
of P depends only on its silhouette vertices:
Lemma 2. When P is a convex polyhedron not containing the origin, S − (P ) is a non-empty convex spherical
polygon on S:
\
\
S − (P ) =
v↓ =
v↓ .
(A.1)
v, vertex of sil(P )

v, vertex of P

Proof. The left equality is obtained from Lemma 4 by
considering and simplifying the contribution of each silhouette edge. The right equality follows directly from
Lemma 3.
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